This paper presents two efficient mapping algorithms for scheduling the robot inverse dynamics computation consisting of m computational modules with precedence relationship to be executed on a multiprocessor system consisting ofp identical homogeneous processors with processor and communication costs to achieve minimum computation time. An objective function is defined in terms of the sum of the processor finishing time and the interprocessor communication time. The minimax optimization is performed on the objective function to obtain the best mapping. This mapping problem can be formulated as a combination of the graph partitioning and the scheduling problems, both have been known to be NP-complete. Thus, to speed up the searching for a solution, two heuristic algorithms were proposed to obtain fast but suboptimal mapping solutions. The first algorithm utilizes the level and the communication intensity of the task modules to construct an ordered priority list of ready modules and the module assignment is performed by a weighted bipartite matching algorithm. For a near-optimal mapping solution, the problem can be solved by the heuristic algorithm with simulated annealing. These proposed optimization algorithms can solve various large-scale problems within a reasonable time. Computer simulations were performed to evaluate and verify the performance and the validity of the proposed mapping algorithms. Finally, experiments for computing the inverse dynamics of a six-jointed PUMA-like manipulator based on the Newton-Euler dynamic equations were implemented on an NCUBE/ten hypercube computer to verify the proposed mapping algorithms. Computer simulation and experimental results are compared and discussed.
Introduction
Robot manipulators are highly nonlinear systems, and their motion control involves the computation of the required generalized forces/torques from an appropriate manipulator dynamics model. There are a number of ways to compute the generalized forces/torques among which the computation of joint torques from the Newton-Euler (NE) equations of motion [1, 2] is the most efficient and has been shown to possess the time lower bound of O(n) running in uniprocessor computers [3] , where n is the number of degrees-of-freedom of the manipulator. It is unlikely that further substantial improvements in computational efficiency can be achieved. Nevertheless, some improvements could be achieved by taking advantage of particular computation structures [4] , customized algorithms/architectures for specific manipulators [5, 6] , parallel computations [3, 7] , and scheduling algorithms for muitiprocessor systems [8] [9] [10] [11] . This paper presents two efficient mapping algorithms for scheduling the robot inverse dynamics computation of an n-jointed manipulator to be executed on a multiprocessor system with processor finishing time and interprocessor communication time considered in the system. The NE equations of motion are decomposed into ra computational modules which are scheduled to be executed on p identical homogeneous processors to achieve minimum computation time. Several approaches to the general mapping problem have been proposed [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In this paper, an objective function is defined in terms of the sum of the processor finishing time and the interprocessor communication time. The minimax optimization of the objective function is performed to obtain the best mapping. This mapping problem is formulated as a combination of the graph partitioning and the scheduling problems; both have been known to be NP-complete. Thus, we first propose an efficient heuristic algorithm to obtain a fast but suboptimal solution. The heuristic algorithm utilizes the level and the communication intensity of the task modules to construct an ordered priority list of ready modules, and the module assignment is performed by a weighted bipartite matching algorithm. For a near-optimal mapping solution, the problem can be solved by a simulated annealing method with an efficient lower bound which indicates the minimum-finishing-time of the special scheduling problem. The simulated annealing algorithm is a statistical optimization method which can solve various large-scale combinatorial optimization problems within a reasonable time. This approach transforms the mapping problem into a combined graph partitioning and scheduling problem.
A partition of the task graph is first performed, and then the modules in each "block" of the partition are scheduled to be executed by the processor assigned to that block of the partition. Computer simulations and experimental results for computing the inverse dynamics of a six-jointed PUMA manipulator on an NCUBE/ten hypercube computer are compared and discussed.
Problem Formulation and Objective Function
The problem of computing manipulator joint torques based on a manipulator dynamic model is often referred to as the inverse dynamics problem and can be stated as: Given the joint positions and velocities {qj(t), _j(t) }_=1 which "" t R describe the state of an n-jointed manipulator at time t, together with the joint accelerations {qj( )}j=l which are desired at that time, solve the dynamic equations of motion for the joint torques {xj (t)}_'=l as follow:
It(t) = f (q(t), (i(t), (i(t))
where It(t) = (xl, _2, "'" ,x, )r, q(t) = (ql, q2, "'" ,q,)r, (l(t) = (ql, q2, "'" ,qn)r, (i(t) = (q'l, q'z, "'" ,q'n)r, the superscript T denotes transpose operation on vectors and matrices, and Eq. (1) indicates the functional representation of the manipulator dynamic model. Since the NE equations of motion have been known for their efficiency in computing the joint torques, our objective is to see how fast one can map the computation of the NE equations of motion on a multiprocessor system with p identical processors to achieve minimum computation time.
Representation of System Model
In general, a computational task can be represented by a directed acyclic task graph (DATG) Gc = (Vc, E_) consisting of a finite nonempty set of vertices V¢, V_ = {Tk I T, e G¢, k = 1,2,
• .. , m }, and a set of finite edges, Ec, Ec = {e_/ I e_. e Go}, connecting them. Each vertex represents a computational module (CM), and each edge represents the precedence constraint between two CMs. An edge connecting module T i to module Tj is denoted by e,_. The precedence constraint between CMs indicates which modules have to be completed before some other modules can be started. The ordered pair (Ti, Di) _ is introduced for labeling the module T, which means that module Similarly, a multiprocessor system can be defined by an undirected doubly weighted processor graph (UDPG) Gv = (Vv , Ep), where Vp is a finite nonempty set of vertices denoting processors, IVvl =p _o, and E v = {(eTj,e_) I e_,e_ e Gp} is a set of finite double-weighted edges.
(ei'j,e_j) is an ordered pair associated with the edge connecting processor i to processor j in Ev, where e,'j indicates the message sending time incurred on processor i, and e_ indicates the message receiving time incurred on processor j, if the necessary message communication is required to transfer from processor i to processor j. If we represent the sending time among the processors in the system in a matrix SM, then the (i ,j) entry of this matrix, SM(i, j), indicates the sending time between the processors i and j. Similarly, the matrix RM can be used to indicate the receiving time among the processors, and the (i, j) entry of this matrix, RM(i, j), is the receiving time between processors i and j. In this paper, we assume that these two matrices are symmetric and that the diagonal elements of these matrices are zero to indicate the negligible message communication time within the same processor. Figure 1 shows a task graph, a processor graph, and their corresponding SM and RM matrices.
For a given DATG, if there is an edge from module i to module j, then module i is said to be an immediate predecessor of module j, and we denote it as IPRED (j) = i. If there is a directed path from module i to module j, then module i is said to be a predecessor of module j, and we denote it as PRED(j) = i. Initial modules are those modules with no predecessors, and terminal modules are those modules with no successors. The level Ii of a module Ti is the summation of the execution time associated with the modules in a path from T_ to a terminal module such that this sum is maximal.
Such a path is called the critical path if the module Ti is the highest level in the DATG [12] , and we define the critical path length as
where DCj, is the minimum possible finishing time for the multiprocessors to process all the modules in the given DATG. The physical meaning of the critical path, whichever scheduling method is employed, is the finishing time over all permissible schedules and cannot be shorter than the D,v. [15] . The message sent from one processor to other receiving processors causes the communication overhead among the sending and receiving processors. This results in the PCT which requires processing load on both the sending and receiving processors.
For example, a specific module is sending a message from processor i to processor j. The sending processor i needs to spend time on message formatting and addresses initialization to the destination. Meanwhile, the receiving processor j needs to spend time on extracting the message contents from the sending processor.
The message extracting time is usually much longer than the sending time which results in heavy traffic in the communication channel and causes the blocking of further messages arriving into the receiving processor j. Such PCT overhead can be eliminated if the two communicating modules are assigned to the same processor because both modules would locate at the same local memory, and the message communication time within the same processor is negligible and can be ignored.
Objective Function and Optimization Criterion
For most multiprocessor systems, minimizing the maximum processor finishing time is the most important performance measure and has the effect of evenly distributing the modules to all the processors to achieve the shortest possible computation time. In a task graph with the precedence constraint imposed on the modules, satisfying this mapping performance is known as the minimum-finishing-time scheduling problem. However, this performance criteflon causes a negative effect which results in heavy communication costs among the processors (i.e., PCT). Minimizing the PCT alone may not produce a good assignment either because in a homogeneous system where all the processors are identical, a minimum PCT cost assignment will assign all the modules to a single processor, thus achieving zero PCT! The conflict of mapping performance between PFT and PCT has been studied [13] .
The mapping problem is to find an optimal matching between a task graph and a processor graph, and this problem can be considered as a partition of the given DATG into several blocks with the modules in each block assigned to be executed by a corresponding processor. Figure 2 illustrates a partition of a DATG into three blocks to be executed on a three-processor computer system. Efficiency of a mapping can be improved by balancing the task modules among all the processors and minimizing the weight of the edges across the boundaries of the blocks which correspond to the communication costs among the processors.
Let S be a certain mapping and t'2 be the set of all the mappings. Let _k, 1 < k _<p, be a partition of the given p DATG such that k..) _k = Vc and _h _ _k = _, he-k. The PCT incurred by processor k in the kth block, _, is given
where modules i, j, and k are related by IPRED(j) = i and IPRED(i) = I, and
Let Ek(S), 1 < k < p, be the processor response time spent in processor k which consists of the sum of the processor finishing time PFTk(S) and the interprocessor communication time PCTk(S),
where the PCTk(S) is defined as in Eq. (3), and the PFT_(S) is the accumulated execution time of the modules assigned to that processor.
The PFTk(S) is not simply the summation of the modules' execution time assigned to processor k; instead, it must include the processor idle time of that processor due to the precedence constraint. Usually, this value is greater than the summation of the modules' execution time assigned to that processor.
If the system is initialized, the PFTk(S) is defined as the finishing time of executing the last module assigned to processor k.
Let E(S) be the maximum processor response time. For a mapping S, Se f_, the minimum-response-time mapping is the mapping S" that minimizes the E(S), that is,
This means that we want to minimize the maximum processor response time, resulting in the minimax optimization criterion.
Task Graph of Newton-Euler

Equations of Motion
To achieve parallel processing with minimum response time, it is desirable to develop a directed task graph with maximum parallelism for the NE equations of motion. Unfortunately, a maximum-parallelism NE task graph may not yield a minimum-response-time mapping when the interprocessor communication time is taken into consideration.
Thus, we perform a functional decomposition of the NE equations; that is, the equations are decomposed into computational modules, each of which calculates the kinematic and dynamic variables such as angular velocities, angular and linear accelerations, joint forces and moments, etc. The recursive slructure of NE formulation with respect to the link coordinate systems is found to be in an inhomogeneous linear recurrence form (IHLR) which is not efficient for parallel processing [3, 11] . On the other hand, when expressed in the base coordinate system, the NE equations are in a homogeneous linear recurrence form (HLR) which is more suitable for parallel processing [3, 11] . The NE equations of motion expressed as HLR form with the detailed task modules for our mapping problem are shown in Fig. 3 . For a fix-jointed, PUMA-like manipulator, this task graph shows that the NE equations can be decomposed into 145 task modules [24].
Using the minimax optimization criterion as in Eq. (6), the mapping between the above NE task graph and a set of connected processors will be investigated.
Our proposed mapping strategies for a multiprocessor system are substantially different from previous work, and their contributions can be seen in the following:
(1) the precedence constraint and unequal module execution time of the task modules in the task graph are considered in the system; (2) unequal communication costs among processors in the processor graph are considered in the objective function; and (3) the minimax optimization criterion is used to obtain the minimum-response-time mapping. The proposed mapping algorithms are very general and can be applied to most multiprocessor systems.
The Mapping Algorithm
The mapping problem can be considered as decomposing a computational task into a set of task modules executed concurrently on a multiprocessor system. The design of this mapping is divided into two major steps: graph partitioning and module allocation. Both of these two steps are known to be NP-complete.
Thus, we propose two heuristic mapping algorithms to obtain fast mapping solutions for computing the NE equations of motion. Both heuristic algorithms take the PFT, the PCT, the precedence constraint of the NE task graph, and the multiprocessor system structure into consideration.
Heuristic Mapping
Algorithm with Weighted Bipartite Matching
Bused on the given NE task graph in Fig. 3 , the heuristic algorithm constructs a dynamic priority list containing all the task modules arranged in a descending order according to the weighted level li and the communication intensity of the task modules.
Most of the priority lists developed in previous research do not include the communication costs [9, 11] . To develop the dynamic priority list, let us denote A (n) to be a set of modules that have been assigned to the processors at the nth insertion stage (i.e., the modules that have been inserted into the mapping-schedule from the dynamic priority list), and let A(n) be the complement of A(n). Let P,o(n) be the processor(s) with the minimum finishing time at this stage, and let K(n) denote the set of modules assigned to the remaining processors which have not yet finished processing. Let FW(A(n)) be the function that returns the set of modules, W(n), which are ready to be assigned to all the p_processors, that is, for all modules Ti e A(n), if and only ifPRED(T i ) _X(n). Similarly, the
returns the set of modules, R (n), which are ready to be assigned to the P,dt(n). These notations will be useful for developing the proposed heuristic algorithm.
The mapping-schedule obtained from this heuristic algorithm starts from zero initially and gradually the ready modules are "inserted" into the mapping-schedule until all the modules have been inserted. Instead of randomly inserting the ready modules into the available processors P_(n), the insertion of ready modules needs to consider the increased communication costs they created. In order to minimize the maximum processor response time, this insertion of ready modules has to be carefully selected so that it does not increase the PCT while maintaining the minimum-finishing-time schedule. This insertion process (or module allocation process) can be done by a weighted Bipartite Matching Algorithm [20] which will be discussed later. Using the weighted bipartite matching algorithm at each stage of the insertion of ready modules into the mapping-schedule, the PCT will be maintained to be the minimum.
Minimizing
the maximum processor response time also requires us to consider the PFT at each stage of the insertion of ready modules.
Due to the precedence constraint of the task graph, some idle modules might have to be assigned to the available processors during the insertion of the ready modules. Table 1 shows the PFT of the mapping-schedule in Fig. 1 when the new non-idle module is inserted to that processor. In order to include both the PFT and the PCT in the construction of the dynamic priority list to order the ready modules, we introduce two parameters, ct and 13,for weighting the level li and the communication intensity of task modules, respectively, in adjusting the assignment priority coefficient Pi. The ready modules are ordered into a priority list according to the descending order of the assignment priority coefficient Pi. Then the ready modules in the priority list can be allocated to the available processors using the weighted bipartite matching algorithm.
Algorithm HM (Heuristic Mapping Algorithm).
Given a DATG and an UDPG, this algorithm constructs a dynamic priority list of all the task modules and inserts the modules one by one into the mapping-schedule according to the weighted bipartite matching algorithm.
BBHl.[Initialization.]
Input the given DATG. Obtain the critical path D_ and the total number of edges, hedge, in the DATG, where hedge = IE c I.
H2.
[Initialize Looping.] Set the mapping-schedule empty (i.e., A(n) = O ); initialize the processor finishing time PFT and the interprocessor communication time PCT. Create two parameters 0t and 13( ct + 13= 1 ), ct from one to zero and 13from zero to one with an increment/decrement ASTEP. Set n (--1.
H3.
[Determine the level of modules in R(n).] Determine the set of ready modules R(n), and find the level li of each module Ti in the set R(n).
H4.
[Obtain the successors and the predecessors number.] For each module Ti in the set R(n), find its number of successors, nsl, and its number of predecessors, npi.
H5.
[Evaluate the assignment priority coefficient.] Evaluate the assignment priority coefficient, Pi, of module Ti from the equation
, where ct+ 13= 1.
H6.
[Order the priority list.] For all the ready modules in the set R(n), construct an ordered priority list Rt(n) according to the descending order of Pi.
H7.
[Assign the modules.] Determine the number of available processors
to the weighted bipartite matching algorithm, assign the first p_, modules to the available processors based on the priority list Rt(n). Record the modules in each processor, the PFT, and the PCT.
H8.
[End of mapping-schedule?] If/t(n) _ O, then set n _ n + 1, and go to step H3; otherwise, continue.
Hg.
[Obtain minimum cost among all mappings.] If ,((n) = _, record the mapping-schedule and the costs of this mapping. If ct _ 1, then go to step H2 to obtain another mapping; otherwise, stop and obtain the minimum cost among all the mappings.
END HM.
In the above HM algorithm, based on the level li and the communication intensity of the task modules in the DATG, the weighting parameters, (x and 13, are used to evaluate the assignment priority coefficient Pi which is used to order the priority list Rt(n) (steps H5 and H6). The parameters ot and I] are used to weight the level and the communication intensity of the task modules, respectively.
In the extreme case, when ¢t = 1, the ready modules are ordered according to their level in the task graph. Similarly, when [3 = 1, the ready modules are ordered according to the communication intensity of the task modules in the task graph. By suitably adjusting nt and 13, various orderings of the ready modules in the priority list at each stage of the insertion can be generated, thus providing a better mapping solution.
The weighted bipartite matching problem is also known as the "job-worker" assignment problem. Each worker must be assigned to exactly one job, and each job must have one assigned worker.
If job i is assigned to worker j, then a benefit of the objective function is realized. It is desirable to make an assignment such that the total benefit of the objective function is optimized.
In our mapping problem, the jobs and workers are, respectively, corresponding to the ready modules and the available processors at each stage of the insertion.
Since there are p_, available processors at each stage of the insertion, the weights or benefits produced by job i (or ready module 0 assigned to worker j (or available processor j) is not simply a scalar value. Instead, the weights are expressed in a p_,-tuple, each of the kth element in this po,-tuple is the benefit obtained by the kth processor in this assignment. We want to minimize the maximum element of this p_,-tuple to obtain the minimum cost of the assignment.
Before we formulate the weighted bipartite matching algorithm, two operations are defined on the ordered p-tuples. Let D = (dz , d2, • "" , de) be an ordered p-tuple and U = (ul , u2, "'" , up) be an another ordered p-tuple. Then, the sum operation of these two ordered p-tuples, written as D if) U, results in another p-tuple, W, W = (wl, w2, "'" , we) =D (_ U A (dl +ul, d2+u2, "'" , de +up).
The maximum value of this p-tuple, written as maxp, is the maximum element in W, that is, maxp _a_ max wi. The sum-1_/-_ marion of a series of p-tuples is written as ___.
AlgorithmWBM (Weighted Bipartite Matching Algorithm).
Given an ordered priority list of the ready modules Ri(n), the available processors, the number of available processors, the mapping-schedule at the nth stage, the first p,_ ready modules denoted as Rt p"(n), the matrix RM, the p,_-tuple processor finishing time PFT p"(n-1), and the p,_,-tuple interprocessor communication time PCTP'(n -1), this algorithm assigns the ready modules to the available processors such that the PCT among all the processors is minimum.
Wl.
[Obtain communication time vector.] For module y in Rf'(n), obtain the number of its predecessors, nyk, located in processor k, 1 < k <Pay. Construct a p,,xl vector; each entry of this vector is a p_,-tuple. The kth element of the ith entry of this vector, k _ i, is the PCT incurred on processor k if module y is assigned to processor i and is calculated as ot = RM(i,k)nyk.
The ith element of the ith entry of the communication time vector P.
is _ o k. This is due to the PCT incurred on processor i and is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges 
where i, j = 1,2.... , p,_,, PFTiP'(n -1) is the ith element of the p,v-tuple at the (n -1)th stage, Dy is the execution time of module y and is located at the ith position of the p,,-tuple.
Note that clj is a p,_-tuple.
W4. [Weighted bipartite assignment problem.]
Solve the module assignment problem by finding an assignment
X(n) " . .
Pp.
subject to _xo(n ) = I for i = 1,2, • • • ,p_,, __..xl/(n)= I for j = 1,2,-.-,p_,, and xi/(n)= I or O.
/=I i=l
W$. [Assign modules to processors.]
According to the module assignment matrix X(n), assign the modules in RiP'(n) to the available processors.
END WBM.
When inserting the pay ready modules into the mapping-schedule at the nth stage, the cost matrix C=[co(n)] in Eq. (9) includes the communication time the modules are _oing to create with the assigned modules in the A(n), the processor finishing time of the mapping-schedule, PFT "(n-1), the interprocessor communication time of the mapping-schedule, PCTt'-(n -1), and the execution time of the modules to guarantee the best assignment.
As an example, consider the mapping-schedule of the given DATG in Fig. 1 (m = 9) . The task modules are to be executed by 3 processors (p = 3). The level number and execution time of each module are given beside each module in the DATG, the e[j and e,'./, i, j = 1,2,3, are shown in the UDPG. We use the HM algorithm and let tx = 0, [3 = 1 to determine a heuristic mapping-schedule. The R(n), p,,, RiP'(n), PFT(n), and PCT(n) associated with each stage of insertion are listed in Table 2 . The PFT and PCT of this mapping are found to be PFT = ( 13, 15, 7 ) and PCT = ( 6, 7, 7 ); the cost of this mapping is 22 units, and the Gantt chart of this suboptimal mapping is shown in Fig.  4 .
Heuristic Mapping Algorithm with Simulated Annealing
In order to improve the mapping solution obtained by the above HM algorithm, the simulated annealing method [21] , which incorporates an iterative improvement scheme and the Metropolis procedure, is introduced to find a nearoptimal mapping. Consider that one starts with an initial state (i.e., a partition of the task graph DATG) of the optimization problem, instead of always rejecting the new state that increases the objective function, this new state with small conditional probability is acce_ted. In other words, if AE < 0, then accept this new state; if AE > 0, then accept this new state with probability e -_'' , where AE = E(S,_) -E(S) is the amount of the increase in the maximum processor response time E (S), S,_,, and S are, respectively, the new and old states, and T is a control parameter. Initially, one starts with a large value of T; after the system is approaching the equilibrium at this T value, then T is reduced to a lower value and the system will approach to another equilibrium.
This procedure is stopped at a certain desirable T, or no more improvement can be expected.
By conditionally accepting the increased E (S_)
and by varying the control parameter T, one can escape the pitfall of the local optimal and obtain a better mapping.
Applying this simulated annealing method to our mapping problem, a random state is generated when all the modules in the DATG are randomly assigned to the processors and the PCT of this assignment is obtained (this is the graph partitioning problem); then based on the modules assigned to these processors, we schedule the computation of these modules in the processors according to the precedence constraint imposed on them and the PFr of this assignment is obtained (this is the scheduling problem).
To compute the objective function of a new state, one needs to compute both the PCT and the PFr. The PCT of a state is simply the weights of all the edges across the boundaries of each block while the PFT of this state is difficult to obtain because obtaining the optimal schedule is difficult. Thus, one may use the heuristic scheduling algorithm [11] to obtain a suboptimal schedule or derive the lower bound of the PFT of the schedule. Since the graph partitioning randomly assigns task modules to be executed on specific processors, the scheduling problem that follows needs to address the restriction of executing these modules on their specific processors.
This scheduling problem can be solved by the proposed processor-restricted dynamical-highest-levelfirst/most-immediate-successors-first algorithm (Algorithm PRDHLF/MISF). Given a task graph and restricting the execution of the modules on specific processors, this algorithm constructs a dynamic priority list of all the modules and inserts the modules one by one into the suboptimal schedule.
D1. [Initialization.]
Initially, the schedule is empty (i.e. A(n) = O ). Let Pi be the set of modules that are preassigned to the processor i, i = 1,2, -.. ,p. Let P',,ct(n), i = 1,2, ..
• ,p, be the processor i having the minimum-finishing-time at the nth stage of the insertion.
D2.
[Determine the set R (n) and the sets Ri(n).] Determine the set R (n) and obtain
where Ri(n) is the the set of ready modules assigned to the processor i. Although the PRDIILFIMISF algorithm provides a fast but suboptimal schedule, it is still very time-consuming to obtain the schedule when the number of task modules is large. Since our objective is to compute the PFT instead of finding a complete schedule, it is more desirable to find the lower bound of the PFT of the schedule.
!)3. [Determine the levels of modules in Ri(n).]
The lower bound of the PFT of the schedule without the restriction of executing the modules on specific processors has been discussed [22] . The lower bound of the PFT of the schedule with the restriction of executing the modules on specific processors is given by
where the notation and the proof of this lower bound can be found in [24] .
With the lower bound of the PFT in Eq. (11) and the PCT obtained from the graph partitioning, the objective function of a state S can be easily obtained by
1.gk._p
Using the objective function in Eq. (12), the heuristic mapping algorithm with simulated annealing to obtain a nearoptimal mapping is summarized in the following.
Algorithm ltMSA (lleuristic Mapping Algorithm with Simulated Annealing)
Given a DATG, an UDPG, the matrices SM and RM, and the control parameter T, this algorithm generates a near-optimal solution of the mapping problem.
Sl.
[Initialization.] Select an initial state S, and evaluate the objective function E(S) in Eq. (12).
S2. [Looping with T.]
If the equilibrium with respect to the control parameter T is reached, go to step $6; otherwise continue.
S3. [Generate new state.] Generate a new state S,_w, and calculate E(S,_,) of this new state according to Eq. (12). Obtain AE = E(S,_,) -E(S)
. Select a random variable ),, 0 <_'-< 1. If AE _<0, go to step $5; otherwise go to step $4.
$4.
[AE > 0.] If _, < e -at/r, then accept this new state with probability e -_/r and go to step $5; otherwise reject this new state and go to step $3.
S5.
[AE < 0 or y < e-ae/r.] Set S <---S,,_. Record E(S,_) and go to step $2.
S6. [Looping with a smaller value of T.] If T > stopping criterion, set T <---T-AT,
where AT is a user-designed variable, and go to step $3; otherwise, continue.
S7.
[Obtain the mapping.] Obtain the state which has the smallest E(S). Based on this state, schedule the modules according to the precedence constraint of the DATG and obtain the mapping.
END HMSA.
The HMSA algorithm is used to find a near-optimal mapping for the example in Fig. 1 . An initial partition of the task graph assigns the modules {T1, T2, T3}, {TT, Ts, T9}, and {T4, T5, T6} to processors 1, 2, and 3 for execution, respectively. At this initial state, the PFT_/for i = 1,2,3 are respectively 10, 21, 15, and the PCT_ are 5, 12, and 21. The total cost of this state is 36 units. In this example, 273 iterations were required to reach the near-optimal mapping.
The PF_ for the final state are 12, 15, and 13, and the PCTi are 8, 7, and 9. The total cost of this final state is 22 units, and the partition of the task graph for this mapping assigns the modules {T3, Tt, T7 }, {T5 , T 9 }, and {T1, T2,7"4, Ts} to processors 1, 2, and 3 for execution, respectively. It is interesting to note that both the HM and HMSA algorithms reached the same total cost of 22 units with different mapping solutions.
Further computer simulations and actual implementation of the proposed algorithms on an NCUBE/ten multiprocessor system are described in the next section.
Computer Simulations and Experimental Results
Since the optimal mapping solution is NP-complete, the design of computer simulations for evaluating the efficiency of the proposed HM and HMSA algorithms as compared with the optimal solution is constrained by the number of task modules and processors that our computer can process within a reasonable time. A total of 100 random DATGs, each with the number of modules ranging from 5 to 10, was generated for mapping onto multiprocessor systems with 2 to 3 processors. The ratio of average module execution time of the modules in the DATG and the average interprocessor communication time between paired processors, P/C, was introduced to determine the communication overhead affecting the performance of the algorithms. In our computer simulations, all the optimal solutions were obtained by the exhaustive search method. Table 3 shows the efficiency of the HM algorithm with a P/C ratio ranging from 10 to 0.1 together with different numbers of processors.
To evaluate the efficiency of the heuristic algorithms, an average relative error e over N mappings is defined as
E= _ Oi i=l
where hi is the ith heuristic solution and o 7 is the ith optimal solution.
From the computer simulation, when the P/C ratio is less than l, the solutions obtained by the HM algorithm were found to be unsatisfactory. This is due to the fact that the HM algorithm always distributes the ready modules to the available processors to achieve the minimum communication costs. When the average communication time is much greater than the average module execution time or the communication link densi W is higher, evenly distributing the ready modules to all the available processors will not produce a better mapping. Instead, it may happen that all the ready modules may be assigned to the same processor to reduce the large average communication time and sacrifice relatively small average module execution time to yield a beRer response.
Thus, when the P/C ratio is less than one, a sequential computation of all the task modules on a single processor will yield a better result than parallel processing. Hence the performance of a multiprocessor system is closely related to the P/C ratio. To improve the performance of a multiprocessor system, it is suggested that the computational task should be decomposed such that the P/C ratio is greater than one. In our computer simulation, when the P/C ratio is greater than one, all the solutions obtained by the HM algorithm approached to the near-optimal solutions. The mapping solutions obtained from the HMSA algorithm for all the 100 DATGs agreed with the optimal solutions obtained by the exhaustive search method.
To further evaluate and validate the effectiveness of our proposed mapping algorithms, the computation of the robot inverse dynamics based on the NE task graph in Fig. 3 is implemented on an NCUBE/ten multiproccssor system. Once the sending and receiving processors are given, the path is obtained by the operating system of the machine. Thus, we perform functional decomposition on the NE equations of motion which results in the task graph in Fig. 3 . The communication time between two processors for our NCUBE/ten machine has been measured experimentally and is found to be 0.34 milliseconds for sending a 12-byte message from a source processor to any destination processor.
For receiving the message, we found that it takes 1.02, 1.7, and 2.2 milliseconds to receive a 12-byte message between one, two, and three hops_:, respectively.
A recent result indicates that it takes 24.8 milliseconds to compute the robot inverse dynamics on a uniprocessor system [8] . Due to the high communication time, if we implement the robot inverse dynamics computation on the hypercube computer, it may not generate a faster result than that running on a uniprocessor computer. In order to avoid mapping all the modules to a single processor by the proposed heuristic algorithms, we artificially set the execution time of a 12-byte elementary operation (multiplication or addition) to 3.4 milliseconds which is ten times of the time for sending a 12-byte message.
Based on the NrE task graph in Fig. 3 , for a 6-jointed PUMA-like manipulator, the NE equations can be decomposed into 145 task modules. The detailed computation time and precedence relationship of each module can be found in [24] . Using the sending time matrix SM and the receiving time matrix RM of a subcube of four processors of our NCUBE/ten computer, we simulated on a VAX-11/780 computer the HM algorithm for finding our mapping solution.
Based on the 145-module NE task graph, a suboptimal mapping was obtained from this computer simulation.
The minimum processor response time of each processor from the suboptimal mapping was found to be 704.82, 701.42, 706.52, and 703.12 milliseconds for processor 0, 1,2, and 3, respectively. We then implemented the mapping solution from the computer simulation into the actual NCUBE/ten machine.
The minimum processor response time of each processor from the mapping was found to be 679.71,676.69, 675.78, and 669.23 milliseconds for processor 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Table 4 compares the computer simulation result with the actual implementation result and shows a maximum of five percent relative error between them.
In order to achieve the critical-path-length computation of the 145-module NE task graph, the hypercube dimension was increased from N = 2 to N = 3; that is, 8 processors were used for the computations.
The details of the allocation of the 145 modules in each of the eight processors can be found in [24] . Using p = 8 processors, our HM algorithm achieves the critical-path-length computation of 400.18 milliseconds which incurred in processor number 3; with a communication time of 27.86 milliseconds, it gave a shortest possible response time of 428.04 milliseconds.
The critical-path-length computation of 400.18 milliseconds means that the use of more than 8 processors for parallel processing will never obtain a shorter processing time. The comparison of the computer simulation result and the implementation result is shown in Table 5 .
Conclusions
The problem of determining the optimal mapping between a computational task consisting of m modules with precedence constraint and a set of connected p identical processors with interprocessor communication time is formulated as an equivalent problem of solving the graph partitioning and the scheduling problems.
Both of these problems are known to be NP-complete.
Two efficient mapping algorithms, the HM algorithm and the HMSA algorithm, were proposed to determine fast and suboptimal or near-optimal mapping solutions. Minimizing the maximum of the sum of the processor finishing time and the interprocessor communication time is used as an optimization criterion for determining the best mapping. The proposed HM algorithm and the HMSA algorithm greatly reduce the time complexity of determining the mapping.
Computer simulation results indicated that the proposed mapping algorithms are efficient and practical and that they can provide suboptimal as well as near-optimal solutions.
Computer simulation was also conducted to simulate the operation of an NCUBE/ten hypercube computer for determining the mapping of the robot inverse dynamics computation of a 6-jointed PUMA-like manipulator. Actual implementation of the HM algorithm on the NCUBE/ten hypercube computer was also performed. ._._.
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